The Sopra Steria Group has earned the AWS Migration
Competency
Paris, April 11, 2022 – The Sopra Steria Group, a European Tech leader recognised
for its consulting, digital services and software development, announced today
that it has achieved the AWS Migration Competency. This competency signifies that
Sopra Steria has an end-to-end expertise in optimizing AWS migration planning,
cost efficiency, security, availability, and performance, with the provider’s cloud
technologies.
Achieving this competency differentiates Sopra Steria as an AWS Partner that follows best
practices, enhanced by track record of success and deep technical proficiency. As a trusted
advisor, Sopra Steria Digital & Cloud Center of Excellence Teams help to build the foundations
required for complex migrations and modernization in the cloud. They assess the customer’s
business goals, recommend appropriate evolution scenario strategies, tailor a migration plan
to these needs, and advise any potential Cloud Ops Transformation or outsourcing strategy,
to deliver the expected customer’s value in a timely manner.
Xavier Pecquet, EXCOM Member at Sopra Steria said, “Cloud is the catalyst of Digital

Services, supporting the most resilient, innovative and scalable services. Sopra Steria’s
Discovery, Assessment and Advanced Migration approach combined with AWS technologies
provides businesses a value-oriented migration and modernization path that helps them to
control both cost and post-migration success.”
Sopra Steria is well-versed in AWS Competencies, and alongside qualifying for the AWS
Migration Competency, it also holds a Financial Services Competency, and is part of AWS
Partner Programs such as the AWS Managed Service Provider program, Well-Architected, APN
Immersion Days, and the Public Sector Partner and Solution Provider Program.
Sopra Steria has been an AWS Consulting (now Services) Partner in the AWS Partner Network
at the Advanced Tier since January 2017. This new competency follows the renewal in 2021
of Sopra Steria membership to the AWS MSP (Managed Service Provider) Program.
About Sopra Steria
Sopra Steria, a European Tech leader recognised for its consulting, digital services and software development, helps its clients
drive their digital transformation to obtain tangible and sustainable benefits. It provides end-to-end solutions to make large
companies and organisations more competitive by combining in-depth knowledge of a wide range of business sectors and
innovative technologies with a fully collaborative approach. Sopra Steria places people at the heart of everything it does and is
committed to making the most of digital technology to build a positive future for its clients. With 47,000 employees in nearly 30
countries, the Group generated revenue of €4.7 billion in 2021.
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